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Original Decision_40 Stand

Silver Sabers Ball SJS Presents Service Awards
To Feature Queen, At1950 Recognition Program
Hawaiian Orchids

By LAVERNE POTTS
The col:ege Deans’ committee has decided to stand by ifs decision to drop the courses-rrow-offere’in Russian lenguage-end-liter-ature. This is according to Norman Elrod, senior psychology maior
:’rem Glendale, who yesterday morning presented President T. W.
MocQuarrie with a petition signed by about 1100 students which.
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secThe Daily recently learned that
istratinn conflict," F.trod said.
Thrust and Parry articles written ing, but when he found out the hope that in the future such i retary to the committee on gradIn an interview with the SparI ’mite study.
by SJSC students are clipped by motives of the meeting, he left." errors can be avoided."
tain Daily yesterday afternoon Dr.
- MacQuarrie said, "We gave the
the Personnel office to add to the
Delta Theta Omega’s publicity
store of information the college
Russian courses a three year trial.
man Frank Horst, says, "We feel M
has concerning students.
The only reason we are drooping
that SAE was taking credit for
them is because of the small ensomething that wasn’t theirs. We
raint.
me
From 1934 to 1937 we
participated to support an IFC
offered courses in Italian here, but
function. The meeting should not
we were f o r c e d to discontinue
have been called in the manner it
them for the same ieason."
was and should have been an ofBy JACK ANG1US
ficial action of the IFC."
The husky, masculine tones of Vaughn Monroe’s vocal chords
President Coy Staggs of Phi
fill
the Civic auditorium tonight at 9 o’clock when the Vaughn
will
Sigma Kappa states, "We feel that
was
that
justified
meeting
and
the
Camel Caravan presents a "Salute to San Jose State college."
Monroe
..MORAGA, June 1 -St. Mary’s
withdrew
C011ege WilLget a new president the fraternities who
Rain..la_expeefrd iedsLBILt
-Feature
of the four-hour show_will be Monroe’s--orchestration-ofught they kites-Vs w
. July 1, it was announced today.
not around here. Let them have
song,
vocalization
the
college
hymn
and
a
of
the
students’
favorite
Brother Walstan Thomas, F.S.C., were doing."
their wet spells. We’ll have none
Bud Guisness, PI Kappa AI= **Stardust". as tabulated last week
33, will become the 20th president
of it. "Continued fair with litby the Spartan Daily poll,
likes photography, motorcycling. tle temperature change, me-since the college was founded in
The versatile baritone will re- miniature trains, carpentry, swim1863. Brother Thomas has been a
college ming, golf, and flying. He often thinks," opines the forecaster.
State
cord
the
San
Jose
teacher and dean of students at
Yesterday’s high was 78 with a
song of the show for future tia- uses one of his two planes to get
----various schools conducted througir
low of 52. Skies were clear.
broadcast.
tion-wide
out California by the Chilstiar.
"most
voted
boy
the
Monroe,
Brothers.
likely to succeed" in his JeArtte,
Penn., 1929 graduating class, start
1111.4A
JAPAN
INDED
’ tMen
college
Jose Slate
tit:xi-hilts career by. playing
TOKY
tine 1 -- Japan anthdrawing from college any time ttrurnpet at the age of 11. Afternounced today a
is rea
tte
an
willing to sign separate peace during the quarter should apply he was graduated from high school s
A prioe of $1 has been set for a
of
withapproval
for
request
a
for
he enrolled in the-Carnegie Tech
treaties with the Western powmeal tonsisting of a rib steak, salers. This surprise anriuncemeot drawal, according to Miss Viola SchOol of Music at Pittsburgh.
ad, French bread and dessert for
registrar.
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engincourses
in
where he took
by the Japanese foivign office was
sophomores interested in attendStudents leaving. college during eering as well as keeping up with
unprecedented and shows the goving the "Class of ’52" barbecue
quarweeks’
of
the
three
last
the
his music.
ernment is ready to risk the danWednesday, according to Cliff Magers that might arise from fail- ter should apply for a request for . Vaughn entered the New Engjersik and Jeannie Nieri, publicure to include Russia in a peace approval of leave of absence.
land Conservatory of Music in
it, chairmen.
abof
leave
and
Withdrawal
treaty, A separate peace with the
Boston after he made up his
The Alum Rock park affair will
at
the
availabls
are
,
United States would put Japan’ sence forms
mind that singing ranked above
begin at 4 o’clock Wednesday atdefinitely in. the anti-communist Registrar’s office.
engineering in his desires. In
ternoon and end late that evening.
Miss Palmer explained that stubloc and probably would call for
1933, however, he quit school
Harlow Lloyd and Mary Evelyn
drop
officially
to
fail
who
dents
American protection against posand devoted his full time to
Peterson, in charge of entertaintheir courses will receive WF
sible Soviet retaliation.
dance bands because "ha had a
ment, promise a full day for the
(withdrew falling) marks.
big frame and it had to he fed".
party, iwhich was arranged in orWORLD cLostm, TO PEACE
Students leaving during the last
der to promote a doss-A and more
After playing with a small Ohio
WASHINGTONsJune 1 --Pres- three weeks of the quarter will refriendly spirit among class memident Truman said today that the ceive incompletes in their courses band for two years, the Akron lad
bers.
world is closer to real, permanent unless they are actuallyfailing-in took his "boot training" on the
Tickets now. are on sale in the
peace than it has been for the past the courses, in which case instruc- road before he got his big chance
Graduate Manager’s office or they
in 1937,,
five years. Mr. Truman said that tors are to report grades of F.
may be purchased from any sophoPlaying with one Jack Marsh Students who withdraw from
he disagreed with a recent Galmore council member, says John
lup Poll showing that a majority college this quarter and notify the and, Vaughn gained popularity by
VAUGHN MON ROE
Moeller, co-chairman.
of Americans expect war within college that they do not intend to his vocal numbers and his trum--Jacque Larsen, the other cothe
Monroe
offered
Jack
solos.
and
pet
quarter,
the
fall
five years. The president voiced return for
his views on peace when he was later change their mind, should baton one evening and the orches- from one engagement to another, Chairman, says that transportation
apd has had a few narrow escapes, Witt be provided for those desiring
asked about the poll at his week- make application for readmission tra leader was on his way.
I A man of many hobbies, Monroe once landing lit a cabbage patch. to attend, but are without a ride.
through the Registrar’s office.
ly news conference.
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Tempest in

_

Teapot

TWO eight fraternities thet failed to participate in Wednesday
nrsinter-Fraternity Council-sponsoied Spring Sing- have de5lt
The IF-c aierrific body blow.
-The mere fact that these fraternities can oall an unauthorized
meeting.’ and decide that they will not show up points up all too
vividly the lack of power which IFC apparently exerts on this campus.
The "rebels attempted to justify their action by saying, that
S44434s--Alpha---Epsiloa .fraternity was given undue publicity in the
Spartaretafly:- ftls-perfecilt-true_that the Daily did car. on Wednesday a headline which said "SAE Sponsors Annual SJS Affair". That
head was in error. It was written by one of the Daily copy desk
crewa man who is an independent. The story, however, made no
mention of SAE as being sponsor of the event. In fact, it was clearly
stated in the first paragraph Of -the-s+ory-that the If-C_sponsored
the affair.
Surely these eight fraternities can’t hope to stand on such a
wobbly excuse. Is there such a great difference between the words
sponsor and conduct? Webster says that sponsor means "To be
or stand sponsor for, to accept responsibility for". To conduct
means "To be or show the way to lead, guide, convoy, regulate.
gove!n, superintend, or supervise".

The Spartan Daily,
Dear Thrust and Parry:
We had hoped that one letter to
your column questioning the erection of a memorial chapel was all
that our consciouses demanded.
Once having spoken up for what
we believed to be right we were
content to give way to the will of
the majority. Apparently we are
not to be let off so lightly.
In our first letter we thought
we spoke for a few who recognized
a chapel to be an inappropriate
memorial to State’s servicemen.
Now it seems that we were wrong.
If the result of the recent
drive for funds is indicative, not
a few hut the majority of students at San Jose State have
sincere doubts as to the efficacy
of a chapel as a memorial.
NINETY-NINE PERCENT OF
THE STUDENT BODY DID
NOT CONTRIBUTE TO THE
CHAPEL.FUND:
II is difficult to believe that
,
such a majority oppose either a
chapel or a memorial, but not
hard to understand that the stuen s
not appioroe of a e ape
I as an a dete
qua
timely mcmor-

Grades--Ugh!

Songs Throughout the Year

Nimbi-ton/must

pripisie0,0=suroa-, ..the_spet_____1444.4..
eft
records made of the San Jose State Marching band playing State’s an
fight soncj; and hymns.
The records could -be sold to alumni, students and faculty members at a reasonable price. :Certainly the sales of the records would
eventually pay for the cost involved in makihq the:discs.
State’s songs help build up spirit. They are an important unifying
element. Recordings of Sparta’s songs would be something tangible
whidi alumni and stodents could have to keep their fond memories of
undergraduate days forever alive. Most students undoubtedly associate many happy.campus events with the college songs.
t

the band could play "Fight On For Dear
On one
Old San Jose State’ and Down From Under-. On the reverse side
the two college hymm, Hail, Spartans, Hail" and -Praises We Sing’
could be recorded. Perhaps the a .cappella choir could sing the
words to the songs or another idea would be to have the hymns
played on the Tower chimes. If we ever hope to establish additional traditions on our campus
we’ve got to start somewhere. Whet better way is there than by
having recordings of our alma mater’s songs?
side of a record

ial.
It is our contention that religious implications of the proposed
memorial inhibit any overt opposition by the majority: the people
who might gladly contribute to a
more fitting remembrance.
Moreover, since to speak out
against anything associated with
worship is virtual social suicide, it
is evident that most students are
not free to voice their objections
and that the construction of a
chapel will be railroaded through
by a small, well-meaning but mitiguided minority--unless determiination of the nature of the me
morial is given to all of the students by means of survey or popular vote.
Therefore, before ground is
broken for a chapel, we would
like to see the Student Body
given a charier. to decide how it
would spend the 8:(1,000:
for a chapel?
for a memorial?
for a memorial chapel?
for memorial scholarships?
for a memorial student -loan fund?
for memorial dormitories?
for
I write in i
tiafterat1-3;-.72RW..
D. Shields, ASB 5042

Robert W. Lawrence, graduate
student of San Jose State college,
will begin "internship" in October
with 11 other winners of Coro
Foundation scholarships, the foundation announced Saturday.
Lawrence will intern in San
Francisco, pursuing a nine-month
study of municipal government
and of business and labor activities.
He has been employed as an accountant and insurance man while
residing in San Jose, and did his
graduate work at San Jose State
college. His home was originally
in New Jersey,
San Jose’s Finest
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Dear Thrust and Parry:
The voice of the turtle has once
again been heard in the land. The
crocuses have bloomed and withered, and gone the way of the
wild plum blossoms. A feeling of
serenity infused-and tempered
the Mayatmosphere pervade
through to the very depth of all
being . . . Only to be marred by
the continued castigation of a
grading system.
Has anyone the insight to correctly evaluate another person,
much less a large group of persons, in terms of knowledge and
abilities? No and no again! No
mortal is capable of this.
The psychologists have looked,
and are still looking, foe a full
understanding of how the human
mind works. The I. Q. test, though
Ole deliberate refu.,a1 of these fraternities to participate was it is the most comprehensive deis nevertheless a dubious
unfe;rito the large crowd that was on hand in Morris Dailey auditor- vised,
criterion of a subject’s inherent
ium. The audience --Rad- been promised an ALL-fraterklity .show. In -abilities.
stead it saw a show in which only Theta Chi, Sigma Alpha Epsilon
The point becomes even more
and Delta Theta Omega took part.
untenable when applied to prodSince when can an unrecognized group call a halt to a regularly- ucts of ’ widely diverse backecheduled campus affair? By what right do they assume such power? grounds. The farmer boy who was
brought up
to beliew t
that
,ee
h
Thi-D-aili admits ifs mistat-e=a mistake, however, which did ultimate aita
Wag to
not justify the action of the "rebellious" fraternities.
come the fastest cotton chopper
around, in competition with the
The .IFC should -be a strong organization on Washington square. business man’s son who, early in
IL the_IFC ever is to gain its rightful strength there must not be a life, learned to ape the actions and
manners of his contemporaries in
repeat-performance of Wednesday night’s tempest in a teapot.
the next higher income, bracket.
It is obvious that almost any
test applied will place the business
man’s son above this hypothetical
’a recent Thrust and Parry letter Homecoming Chairman D4 country boy, yet should this justi-Rwoo-oaintocl_aut_that our college is lacking in traditions.
fy the likelihood that he will be
that there is -no-place
1:.:71te Spartan Daily agrees with Russo. At the present time OUR
for him in college?
atitrts ere few in number and are not too well supported.
I have no suggestions Is to how
--- -With this situation in mind, the Daily succeeded earlier this
plan of college education witha
aside
the
State-Loyola
football
contest
Oct.
13
set
having
474-after in:
out grading could be made pracey-44te flit annual Dad’s Night game.
ticable; but i do believe that
grades as such should be relegated
New the Daily would like to suggest another innovationone
-whkh in itself will not become a tradition, but one which will help to a place of less exaggerated importance.
build tradition on Washington square.
It seems to me that the basic

The way things are now students hear State’s songs only during
football and basketball seasons. Alumni hear them only at Homecoming. Why shouldn’t we be able to hear and sing them all
year long?

Starts Internship
With Coro Winners

be whether a col-

No Tombstone
Dear Thrust and Parry
and Dick Russo, ASB 10:
Instead ’of erecting a tombstone
to the war dead, why ntrf pledge
the money collected for the chapel
fund to the advancement of world
?._I.t..seems as if we tend to
glorify our past wars instead of
attempting to remove the causes.
Peace research would seem to be
a better use of the chapel fund.
It seems as if yt.e are mere followers in a mass rush for chapels,
stadiums, and - such appendages
which are purported to worship
our war dead. Don’t the facts of
localism and chauvinism motivate
us in the name of tradition? Why
not create a tradition of greatness
on the basis of humanity?
Yours for thinking beyond the
three-mile limit,
Roy
ASB 4038
. Denman,
_Gibson, ASR 41156___
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During the past 4 years the Santa Cfara
County Sheriff’s Office has won a statewide
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W.. B. Keith, ASB 4713
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’Life’ Group Suggests
Campus Bulletin Board

Four Instructors
Needed for Camp
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Fifteen Students are Taking
English Comprehensive Exams

There are employment opportunities for four San Jose State
college students at the Kennolyn
A report on bulletin boards, posters, and signs on the campus Camp for boys and girls, accordFifteen, students are taking the English majors who are candidates
was submitted to the Student Council at its meeting Tuesday i n the lag to Mrs. Lenore Luedemann of
the women’s physical education de- English cotnprehensive tests this for the B.A. degree and for stuStudent Union, by the College Life committee.
partment.
quarter, the ones held yesterday dents wishing to be admitted as
The main recommendation of the group was for the erection
Positions are open for a woman
and the ones to be held Tuesday, candidates for the M.A. degree in
of a large bulletin board, 36 ft. long end 41/2 ft. high, to be placed swimming instructor, a woman June 6.
Last year, the exams
,,English.
crafts_director, a man assistant
north of the sidewalk behind the swimming and riding instructor
The exams are required for were completed by 13 students.
Student ’Union building and be- and a man to take charge
of the
tween the ramps.
waterfront.
Design of the _structure will be
The camp begins at the end of
rustic, with a "V" shaped roof
and electric lighting provided. All June, and will be held for nine or
organizations will be permitted to 11 weeks. "The pay is good, and
Alpha Delta Sigma, national
use this facility in the space label- you receive room, board and launprofessional honorary advertising
dry", Mrs. Luedemann states. Ined for them.
fraternity, held its last regular
The custodian of the Student terested students may contact her
meeting of the quarter Wednesday
Union will have charge of the within the next few days in the
evening and elected officers who
board and will remove out-of-date women’s gym. Directors of the
will take office in the fall.
and undesirable material. Keys camp are Mr. and Mrs. Max CaldBill Simons, senior advertising
for the locks of the 12 three-foot well.
major from Vallejo, will take of- doors comprising
the back of the
fice ’as president; Bill Francis,
bulletin board will be held by the
junior advertising major from Valcustodian.
EXPERIENCED HONEST PROGRESSIVE
lejo, is the new vice-president;
Most bulletin boards now in
Jack Barringer, junior advertising
the corridors will be removed
major from Vallejo, was elected and a guide
to departmental
secretary and Milt
’chards, sen- boards will be listed
on the new
ior, advertising m jor from Bur- glasi--fronted structure.
lingame, got the office ortriks- .-7Provisions
for posters and signs
urer.
were also recommended, with
The group, headed by President commercial advertising PrnhiNted
Jim Caputo, voted to hold a spe- Suggestions for the obtaining of a
cial meeting on June 8, when new number of sign standards and
pledges will be entertained and their disposition were also made.
introduced.
The custodian will also have
charge of the standards.
Special regulations for the display of election signs were also
submitted. The suggestion was
Radio and recording star
made that each candidate be limited
to
four
signs
not
exceeding
Seacliff state beach has been
six sq. ft., one not exceeding 15
designated as the site of the ansq. ft., and one not exceeding 30
nual "30" club beach party, acsq. ft.
cording to Doug Prestage, sec.
The survey, requested In 1949
June 10 has been set as the day by Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie, has
the
of
Members
festivities.
of
been mainly the work of the
Spartan Daily staff and faculty class of 1931. The committee
members of the journalism de- expressed the desire that a
partment are to be included on plaque be placed on the new
the guest list, Prestage stated.
bulletin board giving credit to
Fish and salad will make up the the class for their efforts.
main course of the meal. Sign-up
Suggestions made in the report
sheets will be posted on the Spar- will become by-laws of the ASB
constitution after approval by the
tan Daily bulletin board.
Student Council and the Deans’
committee.

Ad Fraternity
Holds Election

ROBERT C.

KIRK WOOD

ASSEMBLYMAN
28th DISTRICT

’Time and the Conways’
June 8- 13

"MY VOICE IS MY LIVING.’.

KN,,efi Rove

630’ Club to Hold
Party at Seacliff

CHURCH

DIRECTORY
I

GRACE LUTHERAN CHURCH

(United Lutheran Church in America)
Rev. Clarence F. Crouser, AB: ’23
59 E. Julian St.
Sunday, 945 a.m.Church School
11 a.m.Morning Servics by pastor.
7 p.m.Luther League.
TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH

Socond and St. John Streets
Sunday. 1:00.m.Holy Communion
1:30 ..m.Church School
11:00 a.m.Morning Prayer and Sermon
5:00 p.m.Centerbury Club Supper
7.30 p.m.Canterbury Club Meeting
Rev. Howard I. Scholfen
Chaplain to Eplscopel Students
Phone Cfpross 3-71S3

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
110 S. Fifth Street

9:45

a.m.College

Class

11:00 a.m."On Counting the
Cost!"
7A0FV111.Christian Youth
Fellowship. Rev- Franz.
speaking on "Through
Prayer."

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. Clarence R. Sands, Pastor
Merle Roark, Pastor’s Assistant
Secene Sea Antonio Streets
TIMES OF WORSNIP
Sunday, I I :DO a m , 1:30 p.m.
930 a.m. High Collegiate
Dept. of Church School
7:30 p.m., hays! Meeting
College Ag Group: "Senior B. Y."
6:15 Sunday evenings. The. group
has wide swat, meetings each Sunday night. Outsid speakers are
brought in from time to time. A variety of social activities is scheduled
throughout the school year. Ono Sunmonth the group goes to the
day
Odd Fellows Horn* S. hold services.
The group also sponsors other activities as the flood arses.

Classified Ads!’
FOR RENT
Two apartments furnished, for
men only.
Appointment only,
CY 2-9087.
New three room apartment for
rent during July, August, September. Inquire 329 E. San Fernando,
Apt. 6.
Women: Clean, comfortable furnished rooms with showers and
kitchen privileges, available all
summer. 544 S. Seventh street,
FOR SALE
By owner: Three bedroom house,
four blocks from college. 680 S.
Fifth street.
1927 Studebaker Commander
sedan, original owner. 609 S.
Third street after 5 p.m.
1939 Chevrolet core. Call CY
2-1156.
LOST
Parker 51 fountain pen, silver
cap and rust colored base. Please
return to Information oftiCe.
WANTED
16"1we ir gauge double barrelled
shotguns. -C-f-tict A. C. Browne
or E. Olson upstairs in Nat. Sci.
dept. or call CY 3-3480 or CY
4 2902.
SERVICES
’term pipers typed, rapid, accurate, 20 years experience, student rate $1.25 hour. 28 S. 13th
street.

Nil VOICE is in demand around the clock -network
radio...theater appearances...motion pictures...
dance dates (over 100 last Tear)
Plus recording
hit tunes that sell in the millions of copies. Vaughn
Monroe is the singingest band leader in the U. S. A.

NOTED THROAT SPECIALISTS REPORT ON 30 DAY TEST OF CAMEL SMOKERS ...

Not one single case of throat irritation
due io smoking CAMELS

Senior Week Information
Graduating seniors may pick
up a complete list of graduaticsa
and senior week information
from the Dean. of Professional
Education, Room 112, according
to Mrs. Ruth Matlock. secretary
to Dr. James C. DeN’oss.

Yes, these were the findings of noted throat specialists after
a total of 2,470 weekly sixaminations of the throats of humdreds of men and women who smoked Camels - and only
Camels - for 30 consecutive days.

Try Our
Delicious Sodas

THE COOP

ft I fl,srlI, TA.ero
N C.
Whutoa

Make your own 30-Day
Camel MILDNESS Test in your
’T-Zone" (T for Throat...T for Taste).

4

iSorority Has initiation
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SPARTAN DAILY

Soc;a14 Spea

;4Mu Phi Epsilon, national pros
ssional music sorority, initiated
’seven neophytes during a candlelight ceremony recently.
members are Delores Aniderson, Janis Koppitch, Elizabeth
Pitman, Ruth Saufnauer, Melpo
Vines, Lee Thompson, and Bonnie
Nevbarth.

hi

New

_edoce..e

Frat Holds initiation
At Hotel Sainte Claire
The Spartan Room of the Hotel
Ste. Claire was the scene of Sigma Alpha Epsilon initiation rites
last Monday evening, according to
Steve Everett, publicity chairman.
Valhi’s In Alviso was the site
of the post -ceremonies dinner.
Member Ralph Klindt was the
principle speaker. Klindt is past
president of the local chapter.
New .m embers include Tom
3lurphine, Geor ge Graasharnp,
.lack Blackwell, Fred Bennett,
Eai le filch, Gordon Ludwig, Jim
Kerr, Sam Bowman, Bill Wheeler,

Following the initiation, installation ceremonies were held
for new officers for the coming
year. Those installed were Kath-

Frank Butterfield, Barry Ander.
son, Bob Mosley, and Bob Hall.
SAE-TC Dance
The California Zeta chapter of
photo by Butera
SAE will join members of Theta
Chi fraternity .tonight when the
two campus organizations meet at
the Town and Country club in
Miss Shirley Hartnell announced
Ben Lomond.
More than AO couples will
her engagement to Bill Chambers
dance to the music of Bob Cronat dinner in Pratt Hall recently.
emitter and his band. "The
"Some Sunday Morning," sung Streamers were placed at each
theme will be FUN in all lanby B. J. Holt, Sis Plough. and plate and were held down by
guages," according to Bob (’usMary Lou Borgen, was the medi- bottle caps. Under one cap was
Or and Jim Love! y, dunce
um chosen recently by Miss Alice
chairmen.
the couple’s announcement.
Lannon to announce her engageMiss Hartnell is the daughter
met to Bob Shellenberger.
of
Mr. and Mrs. James Hartnell
Scene of the nuptial news was
the Sigma Kappa house, where of San Mateo. She attended San
Miss Lannon is listed as a new Mateo Junior college and schools
initiate. A native of Pacific in Washington, D.C., before_ her
Grove, the bride-elect is the enrollment at San Jose State coldaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack lege. She is a junior majoring in
Joyce Anderson, Charlotte Klau- Lannon. She is a sophomore ac- commerce.
schie, Elsie Bassi, Evelyn Broad- counting major on campus.
Chambers is the son of Mr. and
dus, LaVeda Duncan, Beryl GlasThe son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mrs. John J. Chambers of Hawby, Audrey Cross, Joyce Frost, Shellenberger, the future bride- ley, Minn. Prior to his attendance
Frances Bermettler, and Marjorie groom is a member of Delta Sig- at San Jose State college he atGoody.
ma Phi. He is a sophomore politi- tended North Dakota State colOther new members are Nadine cal science major at SJSC.
lege at Fargo, N.D. He is a junior
Grasso, Sally Hart, Miriam GorNo date has been set for the journalism student. His fraternal
don. Anne Montgomery, Rosemary wedding.
affiliation is Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
MoKean, and Joanne Gar,Sice,
Saturday afternoon was donated
to children at the Home of Benevolence, where members aided
children in sewing doll clothes.

Alice Lannon

SJSC Couple
Song Reveals News Tell Betrothal
Of Engagement

Pi. Epsilon Tau Elects Prexy,
Bobbie Sloan to Heid-Group
Bobbii7Sician was elected president iifLPI -Epsilon Tau, honorary
genenti elementary service organizationc at a recent meeting of the
group.
- Other leaders for the ensuing
term include Catherine Barnes,
ice -president; Ruby Edmondson,
.1.ecr etar y; Barbara Peterson,
treasurer; and Maurine Metcalf,
.porter.
Initiates added to the group’s
Th:enda recently include Jean’ Athurton, Billy Eve Crowell, Eliza het h Keller, Frances Hoffmann, E.
Carolyn Hafley, Elsa Groverman,

FOR DELICIOUS

MEALS
PROPER ATMOSPHERE
AND REASONABLE PRICES

Bar-B -Q CHICKEN
Bar-B -Q SPARERIBS
$1.25 plus tar
_

’

OUTDOOR DANCING
WESTERN MUSIC

STARTS MAY 26
’ Every Friday and Saturday
From then on-rcome alllots of fun.

etMorocco
El Cimino Real
31/2 miles from Santa Clara

rine Fuller, president; Charlotte
Debity, vice-president; BeNerly
Autry, recording secretary;
Miriam Wyman, corresponding
secretary; Jacqueline Huge I,
treasurer; Prhontlis Phillip. historian; Judith Griggs, Chsiphiln;
Patricia Graves, warden; and
Eva Nimerick, chorister.
The new president will represent the Phi Mu chapter at the
national convention of Mu Phi
Epsilon to be held this summer
in Seattle, Wash.

Re -Elect
all 15 original i
FREEHOLDERS

S

CECIL I. CARLYLE
MRS MARGARET I. CONNOR

! X
, X

RAYMOND J RISHER

. X

PAUL T:GALLAGHER
..
JOSEPH B. JOSEPHSON

X
t ,
A

SERTHA S. MASON

X

HARRY G. MITCHELL

X

PETER J. PASETTA

X

A J PRICE

X

AARON RICHAROS

X

CARL RYSER

X

I. II. SCOTT

X

ALLAN M. STANDISH
...._
WILLIAM I . *CHIDDEN

A_
X

FRED A WiCKIETT

: X
0

TAKE THIS GUIDE WITH YOU
WHEN YOU VOTE ... JUNE 6th
OOOOO
-

Delta Zeta Party
Has Spring Theme
"Spring Garden s" ’was the
theme of a recent party given by
Delta Zeta. Trellises covered with
artificial flowers decorated the
10th street house.
Thea Lou Pelligrin i,.social
chairman, .itandFecT alngement.
More than 50 girls and guests
attended the affair. Dancing and
refreshments were highlights of
the evening affair.
Delta Zetas recently held an
exchange dinner with Theta Xi
fraternity. The two groups have
formulated plans for a get-together to be held at Hearst
Ranch tomorrow, June 3. The
event wil be an all -day affair
concluded by dancing in the evening.

ATTENTION CO-WS

FLASH!

FLASH!

Just arrived
36 Gowns ---an
full length! Reg. priced from
29.95 to 39.95

Dotted Swiss . .
Marquisettes . . . Cotton Piques
Assorted Pastels
Sizes 9-17, 10-16

tlflllll!llftllllUlUfllIlllllllllIlHlHhUlHlHhIlflhlllIlllIllHlllUllllIhHlLll!111111111111§

closeout of this season’s top-notch designs!
Our buyers purchased these gowns on tremendous savings
just for you.
Manufacturer’s

ALL SALES FINAL
Don’t Delay
THREE
DAYS ONLY
CY 4-4450

GLORIA’S

Opep ’till

9

"Duster"
.1

Thursday
A TRADITION IN SAN JOSE

36 So. 2nd St.

flu’ old fashioned

7’1

:111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111liaill111111111111111111i111011111Illilll

. . . and now it’s all done-up in
butcher-type rayo n, big and
roomy and flowing. Edith Lankenau belts hers and adds a hat
and scarf for effect. Small, medium or large size . . . assorted

is back

$8.98

colors.

Hart’s

0411,41111114001,11PAIIMMIPIOMPImilln101116400,!1

Sportswear

A1401111 WA at 111111,11IIi

Second Floor

4 4141111010

Sigma Kappa Initiate
Twenty-Five Pledges

9seek

Sigma Kappa initiated 23 pledgteripe:tliss Audrey Auerbach, junior
es into their -group Sunday af
president, was presented with.
noon in formal rites at the Sainte
a miniature gavel. First Vice-..
Claire hotel. Following initiation,
the new and old members partici- president .Mary Lou Gardner was
pated in a banquet at O’Brien’s given a check for $300 to finance
her way to the Sigma Kappa narestaurant.
Miss Florence Winning acted tional convention in Swamrscott
as toastmistress fw, ;be banquet- Mass.. this June.
Initiates arc Marilyn ArmSpeakers for thosfiffair were the
Misses Betty June Holt, Claire strone, Mary. Arrold, Audrey
Gorge, Sue Strong, Ann Guenther, Bittarap, ?Harlem Bergen, Joyce
Virginia Clasen
Noche, Hillis. Beira:el, Joyce Burrell, Roliene
Clark, Ellen Copeland. Lenore
Scholarship a.varde Isere preCriat, Dorothy Degan, Nancy
’ nentod to the outstadnine earn: Fier and pledga. :els.. Mary Lou
Otte
Marjorie Iltts, Claire
sienna., Gerrie Herr es, Joan
Gardner received the ave fee
Annr bele it !rube r,
the chapter end Miss Mere Arnold received the --cep. -for -the.
.lause".. Lawlor. Rosealerie La’pledge el-ss. alias Tlie-alla Smith
t3 arbara Lind:mist;
eats honored ^a ilia outstanling
Sall; Me:ienre, Redonla Nu,nes,
member, and Miss Jackie LawJoyenne Paul, Carol Pilaus; Jewlor receleed the same honor for
el Smialkowski, and Anne Woolthe pledge class.
levels

DU Stages ’Full Moon’
---Detta-Upsiton wit-I-stage ita -13th
annual "Full Moon" dense tonight
at the Devonshire Country club
in San Mateo.
The traditionai
spring affair was originated by the
fraternity before it went national
in 1948.
0 rehld corseges are being
flown over from the Hawaiian
islands foe the feminine guests.
Leather-bound bids h-ve been
sent to representatives of all

Kappa

I
I
;
;

eetmitie sororitiessand_fraternities, according to ’Lud Spolyar,
chairman of the dance.
White dinner jackets and spring
will be the order of the
for
cvenine. A pre-hop party will he
held at the home of DU
Brunton in Atherton.
Music will be provided by e .San
Francisco orchestra. Spolvar said
Bill Monahan is assisting Spolyui
with arrangements.

Phi Offeig--41(ora"

Spartan Pair
To Wed in Fall

n everly
Presents Concert

The -prospective bridegroom also.
will be graduated in June with a
B.A. in journPlism. He hes served
as feature editor and photo editor
of the Spartan Daily. Before_Collia.
ing to State,- he attended the University of Oregon where he Wag
associated with the college publications. !is- is the sae of Mrs.
R. W. Hemingway of Pala Alto.

Miss Imogene Rosa was hostessfor a party recently honoring Miss
Beverly Paradise), who presented
a piano concert of original works
in Stanford auditorium.
San Jose State Spartans who
attended the affair included Pat ’
Burness, Dixie Magnin, and Carry
Cipolla.

"San Jose’s Store for Yardage" for 23 Years
CY 2-178/
268 S. First St.
4111111111WPIPPIPPOIPI1OWIPPIPW

"Everyone should see
’TIME AND THE CONWAYS’
to make their school
year complete."
June 8-9-10-12-13

your boys or girls a sendoff treat? Serve our
TOPS! For
Camino brand assorted sweet, pickled fruits
Military Ball party time pickups, fry us . . .

El

CHATTERTON BAKERY
CY 4-3717

221 S. 2nd Opposite YWCA

.10

Aleays Distinguished Always

Dependable

wafter ,erklmk

onywieti

The praises of these fine
watches have been sung
’round the world. They
hold an unmatched rec.
and of outstanding ser. ice
.for precise timing in aviation, sports. science-for
_day by day_ use, as a per-

a

sonal timepiece. To own
a Longines or Mittnauer
watch is to own the finest,.

Fomour for F;ne. Fcbrics

NORRIS’

says:

Want to give

’Time and the Conways’

Washable fabric as authentic as the
skins off the animals of Africa.
IDEAL FOR
4.50 and
SHIRTS
4.95 yd.
SHORTS
BATHING SUITS
54" Wide
CAR UPHOLSTERY
SEAT COVERS
DRAPES

LEE VAN DOREN
Miss Santa Clara County of 1950

SAY --HOUSE MANAGERS!

Longines from $7 I A
litittaaner from $39.-3

Leopard Cloth! Zebra Cloth!

Copper Tooling Sets for
brass I aluminum 1.95
Copper 1. eluminJm 30s sq. ft.
Brass 35c sq. ft.
Designs I Patterns
10c, 15c, 25c

open house and buffet suppers for
alums, guests and members next
football season before each grid
contest. Dick Strain expects the
house to be thriving on Friday
nights. . . . Kappa Kappa Gamma
aed Pi KA staged a joint dessert
Monday night. Dancing coh-ehICIMthe evening’s entertainment.

Beverly Lymburner

Theta Chi Fetes .Members’

Metal
Craft Sets

Donnie Nunes

.
watt)
Ze). t ANA

Sorority Initiates

NORRIS’ ..

5

by

Alleulan alums . . . Mrs. Leslie
Frusetta Hopkins, Mrs. Margaret
McKee Fisher, Mrs. Betty Sheridan Falkenhagen and Miss Ann
McLoughliti" recently were initiated into Kappa Kappa Gamma alurepi association. One of the
alutirs, Mims McLoughlin, is a graduate student attending San Jose
State college and at the present
time. is doing her student teaching’
Phi Sig salute . . . Vaughn
Monroe’s Camel Caravan .will saeste
lute Phi Sigma Kappa chapters
all over the country on tomorrow
photo by Butera
night’s weekly ’radio broadcaFt.
Monroe has honored several other
national fraternities in previous
weeks by playing favorite songs
1 of the groups..
News from de Roos . . . Bob de
Roos’ column in the S.F. Chronicle one day this week related
The engagement of Miss Beverthe
sad tale of a San Jose State
ly Lymburner to Robert Hemingway was abnounced recently by college fraternity boy who almost,
but note quite, took a little plane
the bride-elect’s parents, Mr. and
ride to Texas. Airline officials
MrasOscar.....Lyrah
t-want--tcr-hecomen-pert-olbell. The wedding has been set for
the plot to lose the pledge master.
early fall.
So instead ----"somewhere on WashMiss Lymburnea will be gradu- ington Square a tall, lanky Caliated in June from San Jose State fornian" isn’t looking for a ride
llege-:with a. _degree in. jeurnal- home.
ism. She attended school:, in NoHlilOpetr- House . a . Pi Kappa Al..
wheae she was a member pha recently completed plans for
. Sigma Siiena Sigma sorority.1
club,
of d
the "30"
She
a member
fiso
si
a
r"
aP
honorary journalism organization
at SJSC.

ewe ’Historian Joyce Hayward received the highest rating possible_
for the most outstanding Kappa
Phi notebook.
Members of the State chapter
who attended include Donna rooter, Audrey Cross. Barbara EckHighlights of the week -end proJoyce Hayward, Marjorie
gram included the piapsentation of hart’
Reppner, Heltin Kimzey, Lois Rognext year’s theme. ’a barbecue,
Chariaine Wilson. Ina- Mee
skits, swimming, panel deems- : era,
Young, atid Ann lltiffncr, ’plqade.
sions. and Individual meditation.
; Patrons for ’thee di*. were Ztis.s
A!pha. Phi formally initiated 26
Guest speakers were Masake Doris Robinson, Mrs. James Wort- new members in their 10th street
Endaw, missionary, and Clifford I man, and Miss Shirley Kirkish, -chapter house recently.
areesehp Pain Alto lalloister. Om-a alumniapresident.
Mrs. Sybil Laughlin. district go-;
vernor of Alpha Phi, and. Mrs."
Stanford B. Dickey were honored
guests at the initiation rites. The
Thrta Chi fraternity house at was in charge of the affair. The following girls were initiated:
253 S. Eighth street. was the scene initiates were feted at a banquet
Jolene Bartlett. Betty Ressler.
- of a formal initiation_ for She. at Lou’s Village following the cer- Barbara_ Billing. Pat Sleek, Carol
emonies.
pledces last Sunday.
Breckenridge. Elzabeth Cerneron.
Those initiated "ore Charles
Shirley Cumiskey, Donna Dalton,
Class Elects Prexv
Spring
Curlew), Robert Kemp... Robert L
Jackie Dowdall, Deborah Dickey,
The spring pledge class of
Beek, Joseph Thornley, and nTheGrattone.
to. Chi elected Tom Adams pledge Carolyn ’Fink, Beeline
Clifford Michelson.
Jeanne Griea,s, Barbara Hocking,
,
captain.
Adams,
who
is
22.
is
a
Pledgemaster P o n McKinley
Carry, Mar’ sophomore business major at San Janet Houplie,, Nancy
cia Martha Mildred Knowles. MarJose State college.
garet McDonnell, Blanche Moans
Elizabeth Moore, Nancy Newport.
Carol Pace, Gay Richardson, Dorothy Ftokusele Mary Thorpe, and
June’Ann Winckler.
Theta Xl formally initiated ninej
-men -Tuesday during rites- held at_ the Tau chapter house at Stanford
universe y.
Following the initiation ceremonies, an informal lynch party
took TC1Tf. More ha n
23 Theta Xis and their gues1s
attended the affair.
Ulf Inifitifitst-sttee-4.tatesitits
’are-Dale Ber101,MViii,
--Rebert Moberg. Ceorge Rasissey.
Charles Sedgwick, Charles Castro.
Arthur Gray. Phillip Jones, and
Donald Lee.
Ilidden Villa was the scene of a
week-enKura for- the Omega
chapter of Kappa Pbi of San Jose
State college and the Sigma chapter of the Unhersily of Califorilia at Berkeley.

Theta Xi Holds
Initiation, Party
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Lenin*.
$95.00

a,
Vitttnoutpe
$49.73

Wthirover

f

03aGISts
2SeaTTit f ’s
116414.
,
I

$17.4?
Price. I seclude
Federal Ts; .

"
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"Yes Jules

for Jewels"

23 East Santa Clara Street
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Vets Lead ’50 Class in Student Activities
4

By 4F.ANNE THOMAS
It is a falacious syllogism on
campuses everywhere that veterans_ htwe no interest in school
acIlvittei The "youngsters" seem
(11.- ,re
t

too world-weary to lend
t o the "rah ran" of

sCHAEFFER
N
college celebrations, sub-commitCefss, ar.7; Hare elections.
San jose State college, however, is o living bit of evidence
-that_ _thi.inot_ . the .SaSe. _5111(T
the -ofitztol elerailmeat ;of--troop
trains w;.th the coming of peace
in 1945. a majority of the outstanding leaders on this ;campus
ben-1 ex-land, sea. and _air
boy-.
arriti--, ’he last year it is true
have
gone
vets
that
ltai.!
through
’battle of the bulge"
ii the g’:r. .)11 "reg" day. Though
their enr.1:ment has decrease a

fi jix-774
SKATES
SHOES
ACCESSORIES
Skating Sosions Nitely From 8 P.M.
PHONE CY 2-3292
Fo Panty Reservations
1066 THE ALAMEDA

!SNAZZY!
Yes, that’s the word for these
new Loaiar Jackets now on sale
at OTTO GALBRAITH’S.

4
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"It took four years of mob
psychology with the Construction
Battalion to give me
enough experience to guide 15
girls on the Social Affairs coinmittee."
A junior Industlial Arts major,
Duke has donated time to the
Junior class council as well as the
Social Affairs group. "Some vets
seem to think that it is.; a big
joke to expound energy on campus activities.
Personally, I’ve
. learned a lot from them. It’s evident that oi.e learns to work:with
others in such situations.:’
I Campus -Leader
Marsh Pitman is one soldier
who "didn’t find a home in the
Army". Marsh has found his honte
here on campus. ; As Chairman of
the 1949 WSSF drive, Frosh camp
; counselor, delegate to Camp Minawanca for student leaders. State
leader,
and
discussion
camp
former membership chairman of
, the Y, program coordinator. and
I director of the Freshman "Y"
!day, the Pitman lad has more
slat
excelled in student leaderTwo more aettre 01 leaders of the Class of 1950 are shown here planning Revelries. "Low Button !I than
Shoes". Dick Pritchard, left, confers with BM Pentany, third from left, who wrote the music for the Atli
The 22 year old senior Bioshow. Pritchard w,:s director. Both were participants in other ASB sponsored events during their
Science major says,
logical
college career.
"We fought to preserve delarge percentage of the "old members of the exclush-e vet teszral part of his college career." mocracy during the war. It’s
up to the veterans as well as
Social Affairs Chairman and
stuff’ still holds the reins on all- lbet:’
(Continued on page 12)
Chief Justice Al Grass, Senior I "Chief Check Writer" for the
types of student activities.
Chapel
At the present time student Class President Fred Michels, and recently -sensational
government, Revelries, Social California Student Teacher’s as- Ball, Duke Deras is a 25-yearAffairs, Student V, Chapel corn- sociation President and last year’s old ex -Seabee (Machinist Mate
mlttee, and the senior class Spardi Gras Chairman Dick Cir- Second (lass) who owes his
igliana _are_all _good examples of campritt_s!ceete; to the service.
are directed by recipi-nts of
, the irtek--of-veteran inertia in ASB
the GI MIL
affairs.
Don Schaeffer, who has reRevelries head
cently finished a term as ASB’
I "Low Buttoi. Shoes" Director
Dick Pritchard and his sidekick,
Song, Writer and fellow "540 Boy"
Bill Pentony are two more cases
’ in point. Pritchard, a senior Bio, logical Science major and native of
BON
-ISan Jose, worked in Naval cornETIT
APP
mu nications for four years during
the war.
Cite0
"All high school grads should
spend some time in the service," Is Pritchard’s opinion, "It
helps a fellow to get a lot more
out of college. School activities
1 Mile North of Mt. View
are a gre-at medium_ for establishing rapport between Indi- I
NERS
%mush end groups, which Is a
ROOM
...BANQUET
necessity in our contemporary
society."
Special student dinners every
Penton y, senior education
Sunday from 4 to 7
I major from San Francisco. claims
I, to have beei . awarded the title of
Closed Mondays & Tuesdays
"Chief Server of Warm 2.0 Beer"!
; AL GRASS
on the Island of Mog Mog during
, his sojourn with the Navy.
Song Writer
Collaborator with Pritchard on.
; the song, "Boy, It’s Really Tough!
MARSH PITMAN
Outside", .Pentony is better i
served time (one year. known for his 1950 Revelries
11 months. 26 days. and five script, which was acclaimed as the!
hours) .as a memher of the United best in 17 years. He also repreStates Navy. -While at SJSC Don sented State at th-etrNESCOT’
has -been active as Freshman conference in 1947. Popular with
class ’.ice prexy, member of the campus music lovers hecaue of his
Student Council, and class coun- "340 Boys" affiliatior., Bill is
cils. and a spark- plug of the another vet who may be weary.
’put not of the world. He says,
V,11 -.ity boxing team.
"Anyone who doesn’t enter into
Activity Pielt-up
school activities is missing an in A graduate student in Physical’
T.:Oration; Min’s opinion of the,

Vi
!ha’ return of service, men to the
; c a la p us,
act iviVes
;
Some of the outstanding events on our annual :Meador
They’re 1,"/ Itned and ant in the
were instigated by Uticle Sam’s
new on,’ Oen ohoet patters. Sees
offspring.
Now on rate fa? only- - Z4 to
"Approximately one-half of
the men sfitCents at Stitte are
vets," Don continued, "unth recently all hut one male memMa- 32 -so -y 1-10iol Bldg.
ber of the Student Connell were

$14.95
011’0 GALBRAITH

"For that
Special date
it’s
Sap Jose’s

Ppotte
(PRIME RIB FROM THE CART)

"Refex" - - Gives NEW LIFE
to your clothes!
Pressing lasts longer!
Mothproofed!

goldot -We4t

Dry Cleaners

25-29 S. Third Street Main Plant
275 E William
231 Willow
1199 Franklin, Santa Clara
386 E. Reed

CYpress 2-1052
24th A Santa Clara
1335 Lincoln, Willow Glen

yr

TO REPRESENT YOU
IN YOUR BUSINESSSTATE GOVERNMENT

ELECT

JOHN HALSTEAD
ASSEMBLYMAN
29th DISTRICT
PLATFORM
WATER!

KEEP OUR VALLEY GREEN
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Honor Fraternity
Will Hold Dance
The first annual Epsilon Pi Tau
Key dance will be’ held Tbmorrow in the Hotel De Anza ball
room, according to Harold Nelson,
dance committee-- chairman.The national Industrial - Arts
honor fraternity’s semi -formal affair is scheduled to last from ’9:30
p.m. to 1 a,m. All students in the
Industrial Arts department aeg
eligible to attend, as well as Epsilon Pi Tau Members.
"This will be the Lust Annual
key dance tor
Pi Tau
e
since the fraternity was
mers
at San Jose State, and
organi
elaborate preparations have been
made to make the dance a success." Nelson said.
)ncluded in the plans for the
evening will be the presentation
or keys to new Epsilon Pi Tau
members. A wooden replica of the
EPT key is now being constructed
in the IA department and new
members will pass under the
strurture Saturday night_loT
ceive their keys.
Tickets for the Epsilon. Pi Tau
dance are available in the Industrial Arts office and cost $2 a bid.
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Brubeck Jazz Group Plays
To Near-Capacity Crowd

ing in slow ,tempo with a BathBy CHARLEEN LITTLE
The Dave B r u be c k trio and like transition and modulation in- ,
.
quintet played to a near-capacity .to_the_faster tempo,_
crowd at the jazz concert in the
Adding a touch of humor to
Morris Dailey auditorium Wednes- the program, the trio played,
day afternoon.
"Avalon" In two-beat as well as
The hundreds of ..razz lovers
progressive style, to the delight
were entertained for nn hour
of the audience.
and :t half with "Ine Of the hest
"Singin’ in the Rain" was played
progressive jazz. talent in the in 6/4 time in the faster tempo,
hay area. Brubec It. who Is -"or it might be analyzed’ as reclassically trained, which. re- maining in 4/4 time with accents
suits inu
schllnality of artieula- falling on what would normally be
(ion." according to Barry Fla- weak beats," Brubeck said. T:leir
mm, editor of Metronome, held record, of this number was chosen
his audl ence throughout the by Metronome as the month’s
concert.
best for small groups.
The audience was most impress-"Red" Ron Crotty displayed
ed with the Brubeck version of
his excellent ability to play the
"That Old Black Magic". The buss in his solo In "LoVer".
tone featured Cal Tjader on bonThe versatile Tjader was feagos, and appealed to all listeners. tured in vibes in -Lullaby in
According to Brubeck, "Cal’s use Rhythm", and on bongos in "Body
of the bongos in this number and Soul",
stenut_more_from....w,inivate sans& ____7_
._quintet nays
of rhythm rather than from any
Dick Collins, who comes from
formal training on the instrument.
San Jose, playing trumpet, and
He learned bongos overnight when Paul Desmond, alto saxophone,
he heard that Nick Esposito was
played with the trio for five min looking for a bongo drummer to
utes. Collins and Desmond soloed
make recordings."
)
----- for most of the quintet. numbers.
Gives Bach-like Treatment
The names of all yell leader I
I These were enjoyed, but on the
Brubeck is classically trained. IWhole, were beyond the undercandidates must he submitted
by 3:15 p.m. today, Bob Baron, having studied four years with standing of the audience.
The quintet played "Jeepers
chairman 91 the
eli leader Darius Milhaud of Mills college,
committee, announced yester- and often gives a Bac:1-fike treat- Creepers", "How High the Moon",
his, niimtwirsz_ This Ma.V_
ttpesep Purple, "-Alow."1- -tend
ay.
n es s ouldbe pta
,..io.u.,N.,..1,4meu...
best -illustrated Pir-his version of
In box "B" in the -enop.
"Indiana", with the first part be
Rosalie Anzalone, San Jose
State college freshman, sang two
fi numbers with the trio, "Blue
sr."aruaL"
moon and
The Dave Bruheek trio cut
AT COWEL BEACH
slx sides for Fantasy records,
0 and four for Coronet records.
0 Their Cor onet recording of
Hot Water Showers and Dressing Room
k
"Blue Moon" was chosCn the
9 month’s best by Metronome for
PRICES
December 1949.
Change for the 1:;eacll
.I5c
The trio currently .is featured
*t
hange and Showe. .25c
at the Black Hawk night club in
San Francisco. In recent months
Two changes, Shower and Clothes checked
.35c
they have played at Ciros in San
ENTRANCE TO WARF
Francisco, and the Burma club
iksi in Oakland.
Townsmen Open
gr m
The Townsmen, a combo of San
Jose State college students who
are currently featured -at Kelly’s,
opened the program. Composing’
the group are Jim West, vibes:

ell Leader Candidates

Gordon Perry’s
Ot’t

Fired Dutton, bass: Don MeCastin. piano; and Fred Baumberger,
guitar.
_
_
The combo, which plays progressive jazz in much the same
style as Bruheck or George
Shearing, played four numbers.
They played "Moon Over Mlamr, "Everything’ Happens to
Me,
" "That’s ’You, That’s Me",
and "Over the Rainbow".
.Dick Russo was master of eeremonies for the program, which
was sponsored by the freshman
and sophomore -classes. The co-11.cella. was presented -in place of the
Frosh-Soph Mixer:
Co-chairmen were Dick Vaum
and John Fuller. Al Silva, Marion
Hutteman, Jeanne Neri, Chuck
Wing, and Daryl Creighton worked on the committee.
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Bentley Extends
Song contest Date
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072 miles nortVorUnta Cruz on Highway NO.
Cocktails 1:00 P.M. to Midnight
Dinner 5:30-10:30 P.M.
Dancing 9:00 P.M. to 1:00 A.M. on Saturdays
Open every day of the week. Tilephone Santa Cruz 4637-M for reservations.
OUR HOUSE IS YOURS
Jim Gillis%
Rilph Buffon

c
eminsanis.
0

The San Jose State college song
contest has been extended until
June 12, Miss Barbara Bentley.
song contest chairman, announced
yesterday.
A $25 prize will go to the writer
of _the_prize-winning song. and $15
will be awarded to the second best
entry.

’Time and the Conways’
June 8 - 13

CROSS ROADS

... enjoy good
_American fool
BREAKFAST

LUNCH

HOT BUTTERED
POPCORN ’
CARMEL POPCORN
"HOT" ROASTED
PEANUTS
CANDY APPLES
ICE CREAM
(Hand -Pecked)
. . and for your sweettooth
Circolates,

CROSS ROADS BAR-B-Q
311 Pacific

Open All Nile

DINNER

Babbling Brook
For Fine Food
A LA CARTE
Luncheons, 11:30, 2 Week Days
Dinner, 5:00, 8 Week Days
SUNDAY DINNERS I - 8
Closed Mondays1025 Laurel St. Santa Cruz,
Telephone 4020
Mr. and Mn. T. E. Schwarz

DRIVE

CHICKEN
ex*

CHICKEN VILLA
Delivery Service, Ph. ?VC)
FRONT & LAUREL
Doc & Monica-

"UP THE RIVER’

The Big 50c
BEACH PARTY SIZE

0
A

BEN LOMOND
SANTA CRUZ MOUNTAINS
Complete ...
HOTEL FACILITIES
Fi:tered Swimming Pool
BANQUET ROOM
Largest in
SAN LORENZO-VALLEY
Phone Ben Lomond 4

--IT’S OUT OF THIS WORLD1-

-FouttrAIN

and CAR SERVICE
"Beautiful Girls"

at beautiful

DINE WISELY!
in a
friendly atmosphere

PIER BATH HOUSE and LUNCH ROOM

M

LjCiOt!‘’

Britties, Clusters

IN CAPITOLA
ROMANCE IN DINING!
Dancing in the Beautiful
If ^
KOCk

ROOM))

konnelkent

45-minute drive to "Capitola-by-the-Sea."
Have your next party here. Fraternity and
sorority fetes welcomed. For reservations

1324 PACIFIC AVE.

PHONE SANTA CRUZ 6140

NEAR THE PALOIAAR HOTELOpn ’till 8:30 P.M.

Pr

Gene Menges Typifies VS War Vets
--

Studies, Family Keep
Collegian on His Toes

Photos Depict Life of G.I. Student
Eugene Menges, 24-year-old
navy veteran, is typical of the
servicemen graduating In 1950.
A natIse of Anaheim, Calif..
Gime entered the (ler% iee in 1944
when only IS. After just five
weeks of training, he was
shipped oversews. participating
In the Invasion of Leyte, and
other islands. Following his release from service In 19441 as
quartermaster, third class, Gene
matriculated to San Jose State
college.
Last week, Gene WWI greeted
by a problem familiar to eery
married set. Ills wife left him.

(but only to skit relatives in
the south for a (poi days.)
Picture No. 1, upper left
Conditioned to the good old
home -cooking of his pretty wife.
Leona, the husky, blond* football player decides not to tackle
the frying of ham and eggs
alone. Here, Gene hides his time
and subsists on a bowl of
Wheaties, with banana tossed in.
Picture No. 2, upper right
Bob Rroncan, head football
coach, confers with his quarterback at an afternoon Spring
practice. Menges, who Is count on to lead the Spartans

*..***.r*********/*.ar****Ifem.

through their heaviest season.
would like to take a fling at pro
football, if the right offer Is
forthcoming.
Picture No. 3, lower left
Gene attends an early morning
clam in
the, admlnist ration
building, A PE major, he would
like to teach after his graduation in December, If he does not

play pro ball.
Picture No. 4, middle right
Gene’s outstretched arms Saturday welcome home Leona and
the Menges’ one-year-oki daughter Gayle. The couple, who live
In cottage 127, Spartan City,
were married In 1943, after a
roniance which began In high
school.

Picture No. 5, lower right
Little Gayle, who makes a habit
of getting lost in the confines of
Spartan City, settles down to
look attentively at some of
Gene’s war pictures. Leona. who
is Gene’s staunchest football
fan. exclaims, "I get scared during a game more than he does."
photos by .1. A. Gmelin
.
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Riding the Rods Walt Williams’ All-Stars
with ’ROD’ RODRIGUES
Earlier tth Week. Harry ’Rust?
Russell, outstanding back on last
season’s Spartan football, team, received a certificate naming him on
-the ’Middle-AR
the
American’. The ’Middle-All American’ team is picked by Paul Williamson, noted sports columnist
and statistician trom New Orleans, La., who sifted through
data compiled from 800 colleges
and universities throughout the
country.
Williamson, similar to the West
coast’s Deke Houlgate, contacted
_coaches, sports writers, radio
broadcasters, and waded through
mountains of statistics in arriving
at his conclusions. The ’MiddleAll American’ team takes in semimajor colleges of the COP, Cincinnati, Tulsa class. ‘Rusty’ really
deserves.the honor, and will go on
to prove it when he plays with the
Pittsburgh Steelers this fall.
The San Jose State boxing team
probably faces its toughest schedule in history next season. Michigan State, Minnesota and University of Hawaii have indicated
that they would like to meet the

mit -tetanla

Spartans on a home and home
basis.
Nothing is definite as yet, but
Indications are that ’Minnesota
and Mich. State will be scheduled
along with Gonzaga and Idaho.
San Jose’s schedules in football,
basketball and now boxing are
becoming chuck full of major
powers bolstering the Spartan
effort to climb into .thetime’ circle.
Eddie Muller, San Francisco
Examiner boxing columnist,
tabbed Mac Martinez, San Jose’s
National collegiate 125 lb. champ,
as the best prospect seen by experts in the sinion-pure ranks in
recent years. Mac has been approached with pro offers, but has
declined them all.
As -far as the future is concerned, Mae and teammates Al
Tafoya and Jed( Scheberies have
plans to try for the 1952 Olympic
team. They intend to continue
boxing as amateurs after graduation pointing for the Olympic
tryouts as their goal. Mac intends
to pursue a theological career
after that.

Buck C:IBA Aces Tonight

DIVERSION

Spartan Bowlers

WALTW-1111A MS

Spartans Enter Team (;ale, Stalker
In NCAA Golf Tourney Meet Today
By JERRY THOMAS
A sir -man team will represent San Jose 54,3te college at the
NCAA golf tournament to be held at the University of New Mexico,
in Albuquerque. An exhibition match will open fest:vities on Sunday,
June
-7237
According to Coach Walt McPherson, the following men will
leave San Jose immediately after
final exams: Warren MacCarty,
Jay Hopkins, Joe Zakarian, Bud
Watts, Tony Poshepny, and Ruskin Shepherd. Watts is fully recovered from injuries sustained in
a recent auto accident. Shepherd
Fraternities of San Jose State
is no stranger to local golf fans. college vie tomorrow for the InterHe has played in two previous Fraternity Council track and field
NCAA tourneys for SAII. He didn’t championships on the Spartan
go out for the varsity this year field oval. Qualifying heats for the.
due to a slowly -mending broken sprints and hurdles will 13, *held
arm.
in the morning with all finals.takCliff Chaney, Ted Hecht, and ing place In the afternoon.
Leo Foley, three of the seasonal
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity
j1wrf
canna/A/silk
because of summer jobs.
three years and permanently own
In the last [out years the Spar- the trophy they won last year
tans have finished no worse than with their third victory. A new
.fourth in NCAA competition. In trophy will-go to tomorrow’s win1948. they walked off with. the ner for one year. The first frat
’ team crown. Spartan ace Bobby to win the title three times will
Harris also copped individual hon- gain permanent possession .of the
ors that year. Last season SJ trophy.
had to be content with third place.
Junior Morgan, ex-Spartan footThe exhibition match will fea- ball, basketball and track ace, will
ture the Eastern All -Stars meet- be the clerk of the course.
ing the best of the West. Both
. congregations will he composed of
the No. 1 men from each team.
11.J

SJS Frats Tangle
For IFC Crown

By ROSS MASSEY ."
A crowd of or 2000 is expected to cram Municipal stadium
tonight at 8:30 o’clock to watch ’Walt Williams Independents battle
the powerful, and slightly favored Patty Cottrell -coached C1BA
All-Star team.
Opening hill assignment for the Independents goes to Spartan
-Ralph Romero, bespectacled senior
with the "sneak" festball, with
Bud Abbott, stellar Fresno backstop doing the catching. The
CIBA’s will start with Santa
Clara’s fine lefthander, Hal Toso,
and his teammate, Dan Buckley
will handle the pitches.
" Scout’ May Be Present
Although the All-Star game is
strictly an amateur affair, there
probably will be several professional scouts on hand to get a look
BOWL FOR . . .
at the best college seniors on the
’west coast.
Coach Patty Cottrell and his
assistant Johnny Verger, St.
at the Home of
Mary’s baseball coach, will field
a potent hitting crew with
Santa Clara contributing four
men to the starting lineup to
lead all CIBA teams in person- .
nel contribution.
Men’s and Women’s P.E.
Three Spartans To Star4
classes held here.
COP and San Jose dominate the
Fred -Duffy" Paiym, Mgr.
Walt Williams’ nine, both colleges
contributing seven men to the
We feature full lin of
lineup. Besides pitcher Romero,
Bowl;ng Bell Begs end Shoes
Tom Okagaki will lead off and
play second base, and Will Concklin gets the third base nod.
Adkins at first base, Buddy
FOUNTAIN & LUNCH
Jones at shortstop, and two out0 n from 10 A.M.
.
fielders, Ken _Rose and_
Enos, make up the
tet of starters.
Catcher Abbott and outfielder,
172 W. Santa Clara CY 3-9727
Galen Bowman, from Fresno complete the Independent opening
roster.

Eleven men advanced into the
second round of the college Open
Singles tennis tourney yesterday.
Don Gale and Stalks Stalker meet
in the first second round match at
r an I. a
In matches played at Backesto park. yesterday, Tom Fike
shut out Abe Abrami 11-0; Joe
Dawkins triumphed over Lou
Costello 11-2; Gerard Bright
won over Ken Agee by ,default;
Larry Mumma blanked Phil
O’Connor 11-0; and Ted Mumby,
the tennis coach downed broadjumper Jim Council 11-3.
Stalks Stalker’s 11-5 victory
(Aver Myrwood Guy highlighted
net festivities on the Spartan
&turfs .y4sterday.
Ip remaining
first’ round action, Gordon Nicolson beat Al.Ackerrnan 11-2; Don
Miller won over Orv. Gillett by

12 Lanes

BOWL

YES! EXTRA!
That’s what Kay gives
you, extra b i g portions
and extra high quality
food. Dine_with Kay.

Walt Johnson 11-2; Dick Russo
got by Tim Woods 11-5, and
Ralph. Scurfield was victorious
over Bill Pettit by default.
Ten second round matches are
scheduled for Monday. On Sun
day morning, Dave Parnay will
face the winner of the BM Sherinyan-Grandison Perry match
which will be played Saturday.

Kay Dalmasso

"Your Prescription
for a good time

oses Out Regular Season

GUBSE

FARMER
BUSINESSMAN
CIVIC LEADER

Assemblyman
(29th DISTRICT)

ith
a point of capturing the junior
A.A.U. meet at Santa Rosa,
Wednesday night, as the California Bears picked up a place
in the last event to win with 41
points. The Spartans had 40-5/43
and third-place Cal Aggies had
18-1/3.

IT’S FUN - - - IT’S DIFFERENT
18 Ho/es

25c
7 - I I P.M.

Hours: Monday-Saturday

I - I I P.M.

Sunday
I,z

Mile South of Mountain View on El Camino

THE BEST

Goes into the
THE BEST CHUCKBURGERS

and nothing but . . .

HAVE MORE FUN AT THE BEACH

at
Benedict’s

WITH
8.95 pr.
Swim Fins
1.50 pr.
Water Goggles
1.00 up
Beach Balls
Men’s, Women’s
Bathing Caps
Gantner Nylon Swim Suits
Diving Masks, 2.50
Nose Clips, .60

CHUCK WAGON
Charcoal Broiling
makes ’em so good.

2nd &
San Salvador

GORDON’S SPORT SHOP
121 E. San Fernando

GOLFETTE

San Jose State college trackmen finish out the regular 1950-51
season this week -end with two meets one Frioay night and the other
Saturday afternoon.
Coach Bud Winter is sending 21 men to the PAA senior AAU
meet at the University of California’s Edward s stadium Saturday.
Preliminaries are set for 11 a.m.
and finals at 1 p.m. George MatSpartan LaVerne Hall copped
tos, pole vaulter, Mel Martin, high
Sprints, in 19.2 eg. and 22.4
both
jumper, -and-the mile-relay team
(Owen Moore,- Rueben Derrick, sec., respectively, on the slightlyStu Inme,
and Don Davis) will less-than-torrid track, The time
competeCemptonrelaY* lw_4110,fent..is new_mcet

.
(manes S.

ARCADIA RESTAURANT

RIGHT ACROSS FROM THE CIVIC AUDITORIUM

Across from Calif. Book
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Announcements
Spartan Spinners: "Inner Quad I Any student who has passed the
Scramble" will be open to spec- I examination is eligible to apply.
Vertebrate Natural History
tators Tuesday evening at 7:30
o’clock.
club: Sign up as -soon as pessible
Rocial Affairs: Nomination of for Stevens creek field trip so
officers will take place Monday, that enough food may be obtained.
June 5, at 3:30 p.m. in the Student
Co-Recreation: All committee
Union.
members should attend 10:30 a.m.
General Notice: All girls wish- meeting today in classroom of the
ing rides or dates contact Richard Women’s gym.
Murphy in the outer quad at 10:30
Camp Miniwance Get -Together:
a.ifi.
A dessert meeting for all MiniSojourners club: Installation of wanca delegates will be held at
new officers, dinner -dance, semi- 6:30 o’clock this afternoon in the
formal at the Brookdale lodge, Student Center. Delegates are:
Saturday. June 3.
Dean Helen Dimmick, Dean Paul
Eta Mu Pi: Today is the last Pitman, Dr. Carl Rich, Jim Marday to sign up for the barbecue. tin, Mary Lou Carli, Joyce
MaSign sheet in the Eta Mu Pi box. lone, Lenore .Staats, Tom Evans,
Bring silverware and state num- Bob Dean,.. Dianne Day, John
ber of expected guests.
Sance, Marjolie Foster, Joan Hale,
Spartan (’ity: Free movies to all Phil Ward, Bob
Madsen, Ron LaSaturday
residents
Spartan ’city
Mar. Dave Down, Henry Down,
night at .8:30 o’clock in the recre- Marsh Pitman,
Marilyn Zeller, and
ation room. Color movies of an Lud Spolyar.
African expedition and assorted
shorts will be shown.
Homecoming committee: Any
organization wishing to express
opinions or gripes about fall homecoming may appear Tuesday and
--present therw-to-the-homeconti
committee who will, in turn, present them to the Student Council.
Lutheran Student association:
Mrs. George H. Kohls, a missionary to China, will speak at 7:30
p.m. Sun&-T-in the Grace Lutheran church, Second and Julian
streets. A buffet dinner in the
home of Katheryn Seastrand will
be held prior to the meeting.
Kappa Delta PI: Bring suggestions -for4uture- meetings...to 3:30
n
Tuesday-in-Room-1
Kappa Delta Pi: Past and present officers will meet at 7:30 p.m.
Monday in the home of Past President Kelley.
Attention Student Help: Anyone interested in correcting the
objective sections of the English
A examinations on Saturday, June
3, may apply at the English office, 11-33, no later than today.

Downing to Talk
George Downing, director of
special services in the San Jose
Unified School district, will speak
to the CSTA in Room A-1 at 3:30
p.m. Tuesday on ’Problems of Beginning Teachers", according to
Jim Weybrew, CSTA president.
Final arrangements for the picnic at Alum Rock park on June 8
will be discussed. Members desiring to go may sign up on the sheet
on the CSTA board. Members who want pins also
should sign for them on the board.

Y Lunch Today

will be open June 6 to 22.
All students who are looking for
rides home should sign up at the
booth. Those who can offer transportation are also urged to sign
The end-quarter transportation up. The Student Y does not charge
service, under the sponsorship of for its part in maintaining the
the Student. Y, will open its booth transportation service.
this Monday in front of the Morris
Dailey auditorium, according to
Del Duke, chairman of the service.
CY 4-6595
234 S. 2nd
Purpose of the transportation
booth is to make it possible for
students to contact rides home at
the end of the quarter. The booth

Y Sport.sors
Travel Service

HOUSE of FLOWERS

Pay-As-You-Go Checks

Di’. George Bruntz and Dr.
Anita Laton will be special guests
today at the "Meet Your Faculty"
lunch to be held at 11:30 in the
Student Y house.
All students are invited to bring
their own lunches and meet the
faculty members on an informal
basis, according to Jim Martin, Y
-executive secretary. The faculty
lunches are under the sponsorship
of the Student Y.

There’s no minimum balance
required, no monthly service
charge. You mutely buy ten
blank checks for $1.00, use
them like any other checks,
and when they are gone,
you get ten more.

FLOWERS FOR ALL
OCCASIONS
Corsages Our Specialty

The

First National Bank
of San Jose
Member Federal Deposit

InAllfg

Corne In Today
10% Discount N.C.C. Cads

are Corp.

YOUR BEST TIME
TO BUY A SUIT
Is During the

SPRING SALE!
MEN’S SUITS
A direct mill purchase of fabric, plus 0 specie
deal with our regular maker brings you a full
$10.50 saving on each of these regular California Lounge Suits. (Also broken sizes from our
Spring stock.)

ANDREE’S
Drive-In Restaurant

REDUCED TO

-Wren From Civic AidWigurn)
SAN CARLOS and ALMADEN STS.
Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner
Try Our Famous
Ber-13Cued Spare Ribs
ACC
with Special Sauc
11"
HomeMade Chili with
Fresh Ground Beef
French Fried

300
850

Prawn,

ANDREE’S SPECIAL
Hom-Madrs Apple Dumpling 101141
with hot rum Sauce

250

Deep Dish Pies
Open Every Day, 710 a.m. 1111 I,
Fri.-Sat. till 3 am.Car Service

5450
SLACKS
Regularly 18.75

SILK TIES

6450

SPORT AND
T-SHIRTS

14"

7450

95’ 1" 2"
1

1" 2 fon

SPORT COATS

1
toj off

AND MITRE women SHOP lituationsk.alk4

REDUCTIONS-OFVNE-THIRD AND NEM

al115 original
FREEHOLDERS

80 DRESSES
60 SUITS
30 COATS

L CAKflI
Met MAROMMIT IL COMM
MA1MON11.1 "ISOM

COTTONS - NYLONS - CREPES
TWEEDS

LONG AND SHORT TWEEDS - GABARDINES

tatioilwaiwoo.0.--,riwamotonotworliwcp.

’.PAT. AtLMMSI
JOSIPH S. JSUPWSO
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,Report Shows Army Department Seeks Personnel
’Shoe’ Made To Fill Overseas Recreation Positions
$377 Profit

ENJOY BETTER MOVIES
by selecting your evening’s
entertainment from the
DAILY’S THEATRE LISTINGS

The overseas Affairs Branch of iupervisor, $4600; theatrical techthe Army Department is seeking nician, $3825; manual arts superprofessional recreation personnel visor, $3825; recreational director,
The adjusted financial report to staff Army service clubs in $2875; assistant service club difor the Spartan Revelries, "Low ogcupied countries, according to rector, $3100; service club director, $3450 and $3825; assistant
the Placement office.
Button Shoes," reveals a profit
According to the brochure re- librarian, $3100, and librarian,
of $377.69 had been realized on ceived by the Placement office, $3825.
the production, according to Mr. "The service clubs are part of a
"Higher paid openings are
William Felse, graduate manager. comprehensive leisure time pro- available to women with a good
Over 3,300 rtickets were s9ld for. gram which the Army provides academie background in music,
for its young soldiers ovetseas.
and evperience directing musical
the production, netting a gross
and theatrical entertainment of
"By offering full and var:ed
income of $2,250.60.- Total- ex- recreation facilities, the young.
all types. Men and women with
penses, including tax and the Man who Is representing his
art and craft t.xpr:rience art. in
demand."
after-show dinner, amounted to government. in a foreign land is
Furl her part !cu;a rs. on iwy III
Oven the opportunity ,of spend$1,872.91.
ing his riff-duty time wisely and these positions ate a\-ailable at
Expenses were less than original
in a manner which will favor- the Placement office, Room 108.
estimates, which figured the profit
ably ’reflect the American way Tnt(Tested stk;dent should apply
1-4he-441-9:-..---The-837-2.69 profit of
immedtatety-.has been appropriated by the StuTo achieve this program, trained
dent Council for the purpose of
professional recreation workers
having a fund on which future
are needed. "Women between the ,
Revelries may rely upon, and will
Mr. Keith Clark, instructor of
ages of 21 and 40 and men benot go
into the general student twern .
with_rafito newswritinic. hos resigned to
meages-or ..a ana
body fund. This is done in order
La college degree and broad par._ ’accept employment in another
that other Revelries may have a licipation
in recreation activities, part of the state, according to an
fund to fall back upon should the
or two years of college plusvtwo announcement from the Journalproduction fail to pay for itself.
years of paid exrierience in this ism department. Clark has been
an Associated spattscaster in the
"Low Baton Shoes" was direct- field, may qualify . . . "
has hen
ed by Richard K. Pritchard, and
TiousIng is free in Japan, bay area and recently
st at ion
radio
for
announcing
business manager was Nick
-and- Oktnawa, and ernlime
ploy ees o n -Guam slid Okinawa KEEN--and instructing part.
are paid a foreign differential at the college.

A two-day extension for Summer Session application registration permits has been allowed
prospective Summer Session enrollees, according to Dr. Raymond
Mosher, director.
The extra time was alloted because the Memorial day vacation
interfered with many . students
filing applications, said Dr. Mosher, who announced that Friday
will be the last day to- file per’mita,
The permit guarantees the student a particular hour to register,
and is considered helpful by Dr.
Mosher.
"Those who fail to apply for
registration day," Dr. Mosher said.

Kiwanis Sponsors
Speech Contest

equal to 25(.1- of their base salary.
"Applicants may be male or
female. Must be U.S. citizens.
Women applicants must be single
and in the case of male applicants
the shipment of dependents is prohibited."
There are nine types of positions available, all of which call
for a college degree and some
sound experience in the recreation
field. These positions and base
salaries are: Theatrical productions supervisors, $4600; music

HORROR SHOW
11:30 P.M.
FRIDAY
JUNE 2nd
"THE WOLF MAN"
Claude Rains
AND*
"BRIDE OF
FRANKENSTEIN"
FREE
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CY 3-7007
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OVER!"Cheaper y
The Dozen"
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LSANTA CLARA ST. AT Mk
FRI. & SAT.
Kirk Douglas in

FRI., SAT.

"CHAMPION"
"BIG WHEEL"
SUN. & MON.
Jane Wyman in

"STAGE FRIGHT"
Johnny Mack Brown in

"SIX-GUN MESSA"

de.

Valentina Cortesa

gm

STARTS

"Ticket to Tomahawk
And
"Paid in Full"

MOON LITE
MOVIES’?
FRI., SAT

FREE PAPKING :LEAR

’or

’MORE

FRI. & SAT. s
Betty Grabh;
Victor Mature

cvi
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JUNE 2. 3

Gary Cooper, Dana Andrews
"RIDE ’EM COWBOY"
Abbott and Costello
JUNE 4, 5
SUN., MON.
"BARRICADE"
Dane Clark, Raymond Massey
"COVER UP"
Dennis O’Keefe, William Bends
JUNE 6, 7 8
TUES.-THURS.
"PERFECT STRANGERS"
G;r,ger Rogers, Dennis Morgan
"FABULOUS DORSEYS"
Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey

S10,000.00
IN PRIZES
Is liViilt6

Mut
510,000.00
NATIONAL PRIZES

MERCHANDISE EACH WEEK

-’jfl
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"BARON OF
ARIZONA"
Vincent. Price, Ellen Drew
PLUS
Randolph Scott, Fronces De*
"COAST GUARD"

r

SUN.MON.
Clerk Gable, Loretta Young

GARDEN

"JHE WESTERNER"

TONITE!!!

TONITE

SUNDAY

SUN. THRU THURS.
"Passport to Pimlico"
Stanley Holloway
Herman "Quartet’
Braddisley
Margaret Rutherford

3

PLUS
"Port of New York"
Scoff Brady, K. T. Stevens
SUN., MON., TUBS.
"Jolson Sings Again"
With Larry Paris
AND
"Man in the
Eiffle Tower"
WED. & THURS

"SUNDOWNERS"
Robert Preston
John Barrymore, Jr.
AND
"STROMBOLI"
Ingrid Bergman

SO.SECONE STRLET

.

frEEtik CAT

With Kirby Grant
ALSO
"Black Midnight"
SUN MONJUNE 4 5
Red Skelton
"THE FULLER
BRUSH MAN"
PLUS
"Walking Hills"

Brian Donlevy
Robert Preston
William Bendis
1:
*AP

TUES.WED.THURS.
Van Johnson, Judy Garland

AND

"FLYING
SAUCERS"

TUES.-THURS.

"NOOSE HANGS
HIGH"

"BARON OF
ARIZONA"
Vincent Price
Ellen Drew

Co.leen Gray
PLUS
"A DANGEROUS
PROFESSION"
George Raft. Etta Raines,

AND
Marie Monte:, Jon Hall, Sabu
"WHITE SAVAGE"

"BARRICADE"
In Technicolor
Atabott & Costello in

"BARRICADE’’
Ruth Roman
Dane Clark

Dorothy McGuire, William Lundigan
PLUS
"TUNA CLIPPER"
Roddy McDowell
SUN.. MON, TUES.JUNE 4, 5, 6
- BING CROSBY

Bing Crosby

Mickey Rooney in

HIT

LAST TWO DAYS

"Mother Didn’t
Tell Me"

"KEY TO THE CITY"

"RIDING HIGH"

d

Color b, 1tCHN,COLCA

ENDS TONiTE

JUNE 2, 3

BING’S BEST!

Coleen Gray, Charles Bickford

moat a

FREE

Ur6vCrilty On

PLUS

FRI., SAT. -- JUNE 2, 3

HAVER
GOPOON

You May Be The
LUCKY Winner

DRIVE-IN

JACINTH

:;0.40,4

JUNE

’DAUGHTER
ORO%
04RADt.

on Mint lc. 171,111.

Riu
.CAPT’VE GIRL"

Students who want to enter the
145 5. FIRST ST. * CY 3-335
Kiwanis extemporaneous speaking
contest must register before 4 p.m.
DOUBLE
HORROR SHOW
today with either Mr. Wilbur
"Feenienstien
-Meets
Luick in Room 159A or MI’s.
The Wolfman"
Verda Jackson in Room 57, Speech
AND
department office.
"Dracula’s Daughter"
The theme of the contest, to be
OWL SHOW
held one day during the week of
June 12-16, is "What Ii Right amemtmmasnismar.
with America," according to Wilbur Iatick, contest director.
At the time of registration, each
student must designat e-what
-phase of American life on which
he wishes to concentrate, such as
the economic system or efltIca25
tional system.

h k’’.-’7’...)

A Used Cr
Given Away
Good Condition

"Riding High"
345S. FIRST

LYPRES

TONITE THRU THURS.

Clark Resigns

3loslter Extends
Application Time

REST

C’

SELECTED
SHORT SUBJECTS

"IN THE GOOD OLD
SUMMERTIME"
ALSO
Ray Milland. Ginger Rogers

MAJOR AND THE MINOR"
Always
Two Color Cartoons
.11.11.11;.

13th & GISH ROAD

AXmInster HIM

JUNE 2 & 3

"BUCCANEER’S GIRL"
Yvonne DeCerlo
PLUS
"THE BARON OF ARIZONA"
Vincent Price, Ellen Drew
JUNE 4, 5, 6

"KEY TO THE CITY"
Clark Gable, Loretta Young
PLUS
"MILITARY ACADEMY"

2nd ACTION HIT
Jimmy Wakely In

"LAWLESS CODE"
SUN. & MON.

"SUSANNA PASS"
Roy ItOgers
AND.

"GAY AMIGO"
TUBS. & WED.

"City Without Men"
’Prison With
Walls’

ei
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College Hails Campus Leaders
Bowtie, 13111 Schulz, Betty Jo
Ed Mealier, Armen Hamad, Greason, Marian Bell, Margaret
Herb Patnoe, Alice Leonard, Bar- Bankson.
bara Belknap, Nick Lickwar, Shir- Junior class:
ly Meyer, Dick Ratto.
Pete Cirivilleri, Jeanne Kerwin,
Pat Goulder, Fran McMahon,
Social Affairs committee:
Hetty Brownlee, Betty Rich, Marilyn Miller, Oliver Dibble, Dot
Nellis Nedom, Mary Calahan, Bar- Alexander, Rosemary Go u vi a,
bara Amori, Charlotte Wilson, Donna Plank, Ed Gasper, Bob
Alice Hays, Dick Paganelli, Elsie Madsen, Dave Down, Bill Ernst,
Lawson, Bob Whits11, Dorothy Lit- Millie Walls, Blanche Moore, Pat
tig, Marilyn King, Lavern Kaha- Black, Pat McFadden, Shirley
Meyer, Dorothy Hain.
lan, Mary Powers, Joyce Dalton.
HoMPeollidlig

Student Activities Board:
Bev Shobe, Mike Barchi, Dave
Down Evelyn McCurdy, Colleen
Brooks, Melba Sills, Phil Bray,
Joan Rogers, Janet Larke.
Barbara Barr, Dave Down, Pat
Flanagan. Jo Ann Keeler, Betty
Larson, Bill
Ishimatsu, Carol
Wheeler, Rita Rabenstein, Dave
Wilson. Marsh Pitman, Chuck
Wing, Bob Dean, Rosemary Nichols, Pat Marshall.

Sophomore etas*:
Cliff Majersik, Lud Spolyar, Bill
Severna, Jackie Larsen, Virginia
Cox, Dick Vaum, Jean Nieri, Marion Huttman, Leta Howard, Don
Brown, Winifred Teague, John
Moeller,
Laverta Raley, Jack
Shine, Dick Russo, Beth Calvin,
Betty Ishimatsu, John Giacomazzi,
Merri Sauble, Barbara Price, Julie
Sawyer, Marlyn Ahlenius, Elsie
Lawson, Kent Gish, Jinx Johnson,
Walt Mueller, Alice Brown, Bob
Whitehall, Caroline Riordan, Catherine Schmitz.

Interclass Council:
Kay Dewey, Dale Brown, Bill Freshman class:
Dolores Nicholson, Joey BaldWatts, Walt Mueller, Joey Baldwin, Tom Arvin, Ed Gasper, John win, Dan Engihnan; Tom Evans,
Joyce Dalton, Seymour Abrahams,
Fuller.
Jim Porter, Daryl Creighton, John
Fuller, George MacDonald, Mary
Senior class:
Carl Holmbetg, Joanne Eager- Lou Carli, Joan Rogers.
lund, Betty King, Leonard Te- Women’s Athletic association:
shera, Russell Benioff, Eugene
Leta Walter, Mary McNeil,
Hartman, Richard Knox, Frank Carol Nystuen, Audrey Engternan,
Dewey,
Kay
Ellis,
Dorothy
Horst,
Anrea Kriege, Barbara Albaugh,
Gale Morelock, Belmont Reid,
Marilyn Hein, Dorothy Riggen,
Betty Brisbin, Pat Welch, Ray Dora Dill, Alice Kent, Colleen
Brooks, Ruth Laine, Annabelle
Vargas, Bev Warnke, Mary Ann
White, Barbara Crandall, Lloyda
Thompson, Joan Chambers, Joyce
Malone, Yolanda Vitale, Louise

Nine language Students
Pass Comprehensive Ex
Nine students vctio took the
comprehensive oral examination
given by the Modern Languages
department ’passed successfully,
cording tQ information received
from the office of Dr. Lee C.
Newby, department head.
The students who took the
morning and afternoon examinations are Marlyn M. Farr, Clifford
Wurfel, Wilbur Fellows, Jim Fortney, Elizabeth Rice, William J.
Adams, Ramona Melrtems, Pat
Dempsey and Nadine Douglas.

Deliciously Propared

BARBECUED

Spareribs
Chicken
Beef

NEAR THE CAMPUS

IGeorge’s Cleaners

COME WITH THE GAL,
THE GUY, OR THE GANG!
W. Cater to Banquets
and Private Parties

U

FOR STATE STUDENTS
Export RoisIsioq ow Blouses,
Sweaters, Knit Skirts
Gabardines Hand-Finished
FORMERLY RASO CLEANERS
I & 2 DAY SERVICE

330 SO, THIRD STREET
EMS MN
1M1111
Drive in and leave the rest to the at.
te
We’ll match pri’-voth
anyoneplus service

Ethyl
Reg.

$AAVON
SERVICE STATION
Corner 4th and Williams

23.40
21.40

Wurfer, Bill Ernst, Cheryl Richardson, Medera-Vaux Mery y,
Gladys Hunting, Joeann Ingraham,
Genevieve
Villasenor,
Beverly
Devin, Bonnie Myers, Peg Major,
Tillie Jurevich, Irma Tourtillott,
Gerrie Bean.

Don Guidoux, Don Blueker, Vance
Newcomb, Eugene Doncette, Luke
Angelich, Dick Knox, Bill Drennon.
Journalism department:
Bob Skillicorn, Milt Richards,
Ray Lyon, George Lajeunesse, Bob
ICavet, Jim Hayes, Mary Frydenlund, Bill Simons, Bob Crabbe,
Lou Frangione, Bill Schulz, Elaine
Williams, Iris Elwood, Bob Stone,
Lew Bell, Bob McFadden. ,

Phelan Literary awards:
Victor P. Bens, Lila Blumenthal, Darlene Dewey, Joseph Guzzetti, Walter Hasbrook, Martha
Miyatake, Marjorie Monday, Peira
Pirrung,
Charlotte Richardson,
Gwen Samuelson, William Small, Modern Language dept. medals:
Doris Sweet.
Marion Tanous, Spanish; Williams Adams, French.
Rifle team:
Louis Kirby,
Bob McCarty, Forensic awards:
Warren Winovich, John Lundin,
Sim Datri, Paul Gormley, WilWalter Reinhardt, Paul Kemrner, liam B. Johnson, Russell Maynard,
Jack Raichart, Don Madsen, Fred John Mix, Robert Whitall.
Scribner.
Natural Science department:
Distinguished military students:
Alden
Blood,
Betty
Boldin,
Vernon Rogers, Lou Harris, Grace. Brown, Neil Farlo%v, WilByron Russell, Jr., Patrick Parkes, liam Hazeltine, James King, ThelHarry Carlson, Jesse Bautista.
ma McWhirter, Victor Stombler,
Shirley Walters, George Casaletto.
Art department:
Dora Andersen, Stan Bennett, Psychology -Philosophy dept.:
Dennise Bushnell, William Chan,
Barbara Hugo, Dick Knowles,
Veronne Davis, Gene DeCoux, Lou
Frangione, Mas Kumano, Walt Tom Wempe, Ross Stadler, Jack
Landaker, Sondra Macy, Lois Mc- Johnson, Harry Gelatt, Don Woodworth, Sian Ekst rand, Gerard
Cord, Bob McFadden, George
Toorenaar.
Muro, John Rowland, Bob Russell.
Social Science department:
Delores MacDonald, R. W.
Education department:
Angie Panelli, Toni Mammoliti, Nichols.
John Daegling, Joseph Stephenson,
Speech and Drama department:
Jacqueline Lazzeroni, Gertrude
Jim Caputo, Dick Russell, garBeardsly, Irene Oetjen.
bara Lee Champion, Ivan Van
Perre, Evelyn McCurdy, Shirley
Industrial Arts department:
Lynn Hunwich, Max Hartdegan, Wilber.

Historical Documents Shown
In Library Display Windows
ments include the Magna Carta,
the Mayflower Compact, the Declaration of Rights, the Declaration of Independence, the Northwest Ordinance, the Constitution
of the United States, the Declaration of- the Rights-ofAlan,_the
American Bill of Right a, the
Emancipation Proclamation, and
President Woodrow Wilson’s Fourteen Points.
Two old books, "Pictorial Field
Book of the Revolution," and an
account of governmental action.
1820-1850,"
"Thirty Years View
are in the exhibit along with "The
Battle of the Atlantic," a history
John C. Crummey, San Jose of United States naval operations
businessman, will show colored in World War II by Samuel Eliot
movies of African wild life this Morrison.
morning at 11:30 in Room S112,
according to the Natural Science
department.
The movies were taken by
Crummey on _a recent trip to
Africa. The expedition made use
of a heliocopter for exploring and
photographing the more remote
and inaccessible parts of the Dark
Continent. The movies are rated
as some of the finest made of
and
this subject. The Natural Science
department invites all to attend.
Pizza

Facsimile reproductions of the
rights of man are recent additions
to the historical display in the
main floor showcases in the Library.
The progression of individual
h .--dual through the ages- is developed in a series beginning with
the Sermon on’tlie Mount and finishing with the Atlantic Charter.
Copies of other famous docu-

Movie on Africa
To Appear Today

’Time and the Conways’
June 8 - 13

VETS LEAD ’50 CLASS
(Continued from page 6)
the other students to promote
It now by working with democratic bodies. Whatever a person can do to promote understanding and cooperation is
fulfilling a responsibility to
himself. This to me isn’t being
rah rah".
Vice-President of the Senior
class and 1949 Spardi Gras Assistant Chairman Frank Horst is
another V.A.-sponsored leader at
San Jose State._ Frank, an exMarine and graduating senior,
asserts that "Campus-organized
drives, celebrations, and politics
are among the greatest experiences one garners from college."

’Time and the Conways’
June 8 -13

GUBSER
BUSINESSMAN
FARMER
CIVIC LEADER

Assemblyman
(29th DISTRICT/

XEWS
PINE INN
255 S. 2nd

BREAKFAST
LUNCH
DINNER
Fine meals at their finest can
be your for low cost. Come in
today.
SHORT BLOCK FROM STATE

PIZZERIA NAPOLITANO
Dinners

Spaghetti
Afro
Pizza ii4d
to

ew Reeds for Sale
--few--eopies--of-the=Roodr -remain in the English office after
last week’s sale, and may be purchased this week. Price of the
literary publication is 25 cents.
The hundreds of students who
bought copies have a representative collection of the literary talent on campus. The 1950 issue
was a near sell-out, but according to Dr. Wood, the English department would like to sell the
few remaining copies of the issue.

85c and up
Open from II 4M.
to 1 AM.

ror_

FINE ITALIAN FOODS
292 SOUTH MARKET

SWIM!
Large Heated Pool
50 x 115

DANCE!
Large Maple Floor
Pavilion
20% Discount with ASB Cord

RIVERSIDE GROVE
17 Miles West of Saratoga on Highway No. 9
4

